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I think of my videos as visual studies of characters and their relationship with a space.
Escaping from one dream into another is what my characters experience. Dreamy lights are fol-
lowed by darkness, loud noise by silence. My body of work consists mostly of videos that follow 
no written script but explore a characters behaviour in a self-created environment or setting, 
while often including refrences to my own surroundings and youth culture. The characters, who 
are portrayed by close friends, can improvise and move freely in the given setting. I‘m interes-
ted in working with amateurs, for they bring a certain experimental approach to acting that I 
like to analyze and use. The videos follow dream logic, where time is often forgotten and the 
characters are stuck in an endless loop. I like to play with the perception of the viewer by mixing 
surreal and strange imagery in combination with uncanny, out of place sounds. The mixture 
of colourful visuals and disturbing noise can both be comforting and unsettling. I often like to 
create an immersive feeling by installing objects and lights in the exhibition space to complete 
the experience. I heavily rely on our desire for beauty and a visual understanding of the world.  



Work in Progress, 2021

I am currently working on a video series that will be displayed in a tv-like format. 
There will be multiple episodes, following a young woman, who slowly loses sen-
se of what is real and what is not, as the world around her becomes stranger 
every day. On the hunt to find her mysterious doppelganger, she is facing her 
worst nightmares. The video plays with clichés and familiar genre tropes, only to 
break them down again.
 
The video will focus on dream like landscapes and strange characters. It follows 
no written script, but rather explores the possibilities of working with amateurs 
and improvisation. The Characters are slowly merging into different ones as time 
progresses.  The colourful world and characters might not be who they seem. 

I‘m always working with a group of close friends, who all are young and local 
creatives from St. Gallen and Thurgau. I‘m interested in the performative pos-
sibilities of amateurs and non-actors and I am also interested in working on a 
regional basis and in smaller communities. 

The video got financially supported by the Kulturpool Regio Frauenfeld with CHF 
2‘000.

The project will continue after my studies at ZHdK. The Goal is to create a few 
happenings, where a new episode will be shown each time. I will use those hap-
pening to further include into my practice as a sort of performative piece. 
For the Heimspiel, I can imagine creating a dreamy space, where one can watch 
the episodes while fully getting absorbed into the visual space around the vi-
deos. I work with textiles and objects that seem to be familiar of what is shown 
in the video piece.

I will continue working with these mechanisms and can also imagine working on 
a different video for Heimspiel.



Video Still

I am still in the process of filming and editing. To give an idea of what the videos will be, I included 

a visual reference pdf and some clips I am currently working on under the following link: 

https://drive.switch.ch/index.php/s/p93WhTpxfnwLL0Y

https://drive.switch.ch/index.php/s/p93WhTpxfnwLL0Y




Lately I Find Myself Burning 
Video |  16:9  |  00:03:28  | Loop 
Colour  |  Sound 
https://screenspace.brand-new-life.org/janakohler.html 
2020

Video Still

https://screenspace.brand-new-life.org/janakohler.html 


Installation view „Screenspace“ at https://screenspace.brand-new-life.org/janakohler.html





Peaceful Madness 
Musicvideo  |  16:9  |  00:03:34  
Colour  |   Song by Carve Up!
https://drive.switch.ch/index.php/s/01ZXdigGRXw0lfA 
2020 

Video Still

https://drive.switch.ch/index.php/s/01ZXdigGRXw0lfA 


Installation view on Vimeo (will be published as soon as the album is released in the summer of 2021).





Elise 
Video  |  16:9  |  00:02:44  |   Loop  
Sound with Rémy Sax  |  Performance by Nadia Guddelmoni 
https://vimeo.com/387491219 
2019

Video Still

https://vimeo.com/387491219 


Installation view „Choose Your Battles and Kill your Darlings“ at Zollikerstrasse 251, Zürich  |  Photo by Simon Baumberger  |  2019

The Way Someone Comes Back but Only in a Dream 
Curtain  |   Pearls  |  LED-lights 
2019





Warm Memories are a bit Heavier Than Others 
Video  |   4:3  |  00:03:26  |  Loop  
Colour  |   with voiceover by Nadia Guddelmoni 
https://vimeo.com/387493134 
2018

Video Still

https://vimeo.com/387493134 


Installation view „Denkbilder“ at Kein Museum, Zürich  |   Photo by Carla Peca  |   2018


